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Quantum Gravity Era
(1019 GeV - 10-34 m)

Grand Unified  Era
(1016 GeV - 10-32 m)

Electroweek Era
(100 GeV - 10-18 m)

proton - neutron
(1 GeV - 10-16 m)

Neutrinos are  decoupled

Nuclei

Atoms + Light

Galaxies

Man

Unveiling the Universe
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matter in the 
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Astronomers say
that most of the
matter in the 
Universe is
invisible 
Dark Matter 

   

Dark Matter in the Universe
   

‘Supersymmetric’ particles ?

We shall look for 
them with the 

LHC

Lightest SUSY particle would be a 
prime candidate for Dark Matter

Dark Energy?
Remnant of some elementary scalar 
field analagous to the Higgs field?
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Our present world : the Standard Model

 Matter 
 is made out of fermions

 Forces 
 are mediated by bosons

 Higgs boson
 breaks the electroweak symmetry 

and gives mass to fermions and 
weak gauge bosons

Amazingly successful in describing precisely 
data from all collider experiments
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Our present world : the Standard Model

LEP, SLC and the Tevatron: established that we really understand 
the physics at energies up to √s ~ 100 GeV
And any new particles have masses above 200-300 GeV – and in some cases TeV.

 Matter 
 is made out of fermions

 Forces 
 are mediated by bosons

 Higgs boson
 breaks the electroweak symmetry 

and gives mass to fermions and 
weak gauge bosons

Amazingly successful in describing precisely 
data from all collider experiments
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Problem I: Where is the Higgs boson? 
 Precision measurements of 

 MW  =80.399 ± 0.023 GeV/c2

 Mtop=173.1    ± 1.2    GeV/c2

 Precision measurements on Z pole 
 Prediction of higgs boson mass within 

SM due to loop corrections
 Most likely value: 90+36-27 GeV

 Direct limit (LEP): mh>114.4 GeV 

• mH<163 GeV @95%CL
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Problem II: What is the Dark Matter?

Standard Model only accounts for 
20% of the matter of the Universe
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Problem III: Where did all the Antimatter go?

 Not explained by Standard Model

Early Universe Universe today
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(Some) More Problems …

 Matter:
 SM cannot explain number of fermion 

generations
 or their large mass hierarchy

 mtop/mup~100,000 
 Gauge forces:

 electroweak and strong interactions do not unify 
in SM

 SM has no concept of gravity
 What is Dark Energy?

“Supersymmetry” (SUSY) can solve 
some of  these problems

                         log10 of Energy 

 Why is gravity so weak?
 Free parameter m2

H
tree needs to be “finetuned”

       to cancel huge corrections
 Can be solved by presence of new particles at M ~1 TeV

 Already really bad for M~10 TeV

Hierarchy Problem
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SUSY can solve some problems 
 Supersymmetry (SUSY)

 Each SM particle gets a partner differing in 
spin by 1/2 

 Unifications of forces possible
 SUSY changes running of couplings

 Dark matter candidate exists:
 The lightest neutral partner of the 

gauge bosons
 No (or little) fine-tuning required

 Radiative corrections to Higgs 
acquire SUSY corrections
Cancellation of fermion and 
sfermion loops

with SUSY

Mass of supersymmetric particles 
must not be high (~TeV)

SMwithout SUSY

with SUSY

             Energy in GeV
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Beyond Supersymmetry

 Strong theoretical prejudices for SUSY being true
 But so far there is a lack of SUSY observation….

 Need to keep an open eye for e.g.:
 Extra spatial dimensions: 

 Addresses hierarchy problem: make gravity strong at TeV scale
 Extra gauge groups: Z’, W’

 Occur naturally in GUT scale theories
 Leptoquarks:

 Would combine naturally the quark and lepton sector
 New/excited fermions

 More generations? Compositeness?
 Preons:

 atom⇒nucleus ⇒ proton/neutron ⇒ quarks ⇒ preons?
 … ????: something nobody has thought of yet
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Towards physics at CERN with LHC

12
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Some constants for the LHC

21 Higgs for 10 000 000 000  000 collisions
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– Or instantenous luminosity 
– A measure of collisions ʻfrequencyʼ

• Typical (at Tevatron/Early LHC): L = 1032 cm-2s-1

• Integrated luminosity (L = ∫Ldt)
– A measure of number of accumulated collisions after a certain time period
– Units: (cross section)-1  …. E.g. 1 fb-1 = 1000 pb-1

• Tipical (Tevatron/Early LHC): few fb-1

• Number of events (N)
– Number of (expected) events (N) after a certain time of running

N = σ · L
3
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Measurements vs predictions

5

Event Generation
Tools: MC generators  (PYTHIA, ...)

Output: final state particles 

Detector simulation
Tools: MC simulators (GEANT)

Output: simulated detector response

Collisions
Tools: Accelerator (LHC, Tevatron ...)

Output: final state particles 

Data acquisition
Tools: Detectors (CMS, ATLAS,...)

Output: detector response

Event reconstruction
Tools: Detectorsʼ software packages (custom made; MC used in algorithms)
Output: reconstructed physical objects (electrons, muons, jets ...)

Predictions/Simulation Measurements

Data analysis
Tools: Statistics (ROOT, ...; MC used in algorithms; f.g. Toy MC)
Output: new knowledge (parameter/interval estimates, hypothesis tests, article, talks ...)
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Simulation example
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Outline

9
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Preparing for data – Cosmic rays

I. Puljak, FESB, Split

15
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Detector commissioning
Understanding the detectors is still a MAJOR task.

➡LHC eagerly awaited by  a large community, theorists…
➡Pressure for early results
➡Strong internal competition

                       But must not compromise quality!
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Detector commissioning
Understanding the detectors is still a MAJOR task.

➡LHC eagerly awaited by  a large community, theorists…
➡Pressure for early results
➡Strong internal competition

                       But must not compromise quality!

Blind analyses: desirable, practical?
Look at 107 bins, see three 5σ peaks even if no new physics!

Often remarked: LHC can make discoveries with one month of data.

May be correct.  But not the first month of data…

             pp at 7/10/14 TeV is, for both ATLAS and CMS, a new territory.
We need to find the north, make a map, firm ground under our feet.
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Major Commissioning Challenges

form the base for the “commissioning of  physics tools” 
like b tagging, electrons/photons, muon, jets, missing ET … 

109 105 102
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246 gaus
σ/E = 2.8 %/√E ⊕ 0.3 % (barrel)

σ/pT = 4.5-7 % (1 TeV µ), if comb. with TK

The ATLAS/CMS detectors at LHC
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Early physics program

25
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Cross section and Events rate (√s=14 TeV) 
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Cross section and Events rate (√s=14 TeV) 

At Luminosity (1032 cm-2 s-1) 

SM Higgs (115 GeV/c2) #0.001 Hz
t t production: # # 0.1 Hz
W→ l ν: # # 1 Hz
bb production:    104 Hz
Inelastic: # # 107 Hz
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Cross section and Events rate (√s=14 TeV) 

At Luminosity (1032 cm-2 s-1) 

SM Higgs (115 GeV/c2) #0.001 Hz
t t production: # # 0.1 Hz
W→ l ν: # # 1 Hz
bb production:    104 Hz
Inelastic: # # 107 Hz

The first goal of LHC will be to 
“rediscover the Standard Model”.

Process L=10pb-1 L=1 fb-1

Minimum bias

Inclusive jets – 
pT>200GeV

W → eν
Z → e+e-

Dibosons

ttbar
tt →µ+X

1012

106

105

104

10

103

~1014

~108

~107

~106

105

106

105

~ 1 Day ~ end 2010 ?
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The roadmap for discoveries
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Tetiana Berger-Hryn'ova, HCP 2008

Main Calibration Samples

Dilepton resonances (mostly Z) sensitive to:

• Tracker-spectrometer misalignment
• Uncertainties on Magnetic field
• Detector momentum scale
• Width is sensitive to muon momentum 
resolution

J/ψ and Z Cross-checks between samples

These will be the first peaks in data

Events in 100pb-1:
J/ψ→µµ ~1600k (+~10% ψ’) 
ϒ→µµ ~300k (+~40% ϒʹ′/ϒʺ″)
Z→µµ ~60k

jeudi 22 octobre 2009
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LHC signals of W’s and Z’s with 50 pb-1 

• 50 pb-1 yield clean signals of Wʼs and Zʼs
• Experimental precision 

– ~5% for 50 pb-1 ⊕ ~10% (luminosity)
– ~2.5% for 1 fb-1 ⊕ ~10% (luminosity)

preliminary preliminary
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Measure dNch/dη, dNch/dpT

30

HCP07  -  Early physics in CMS - Christophe Delaere 822/05/2007
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Underlying Event in pp collisions at √s = 14 TeV
Underlying Event particles come from region transverse to the leading jet.
 (The underlying event is defined as everything in the collision except the hard process .)

Large difference depending on the models 

Charged particles:
pt>0.5 GeV and |η|<1 

Cone jet finder:
 ATL-PHYS-PUB-2005-007

100pb-1
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Underlying Event in pp collisions at √s = 14 TeV
Underlying Event particles come from region transverse to the leading jet.
 (The underlying event is defined as everything in the collision except the hard process .)

Large difference depending on the models 

Charged particles:
pt>0.5 GeV and |η|<1 

Cone jet finder:
 ATL-PHYS-PUB-2005-007

Pile up and underlying events affect :
➡ isolation of leptons and jets,
➡ jet energy reconstruction (“pedestal”)
➡ jet veto 
➡ ....

Extrapolation Uncertainties of UE: 
➡Multiple interactions
➡ Radiation
➡ Fragmentation

100pb-1
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Jet measurement

4

Calorimeter

Simulation

!
"

E
T

0

1

-1

Jet 1 Jet 2

! Jets are the experimental signature of 

quarks and gluons, observed as highly 

collimated sprays of particles.

! A jet algorithm is a set of mathematical 

rules that reconstruct unambiguously the 

properties of a jet.

- Fixed cone algorithms.

- Successive recombination algorithms.

! Different inputs to the jet algorithm 

lead to different types of jets:

- Calorimeter energy depositions.

- Tracks.

- Particle or energy flow objects.

- Simulated particles.

CMS

Moriond/QCD, 18 March 2009                                          K. Kousouris
33
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Possible early discovery:
anomalies in high ET QCD jets, di-jet masses

CMS

• 1 fb-1 : jets up to 3-3.5 TeV, di-jet masses up to 6 TeV: new territory!
• Sensitive to substructure, contact interactions, high mass resonances

108
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Possible early discovery:
anomalies in high ET QCD jets, di-jet masses

CMS

• 1 fb-1 : jets up to 3-3.5 TeV, di-jet masses up to 6 TeV: new territory!
• Sensitive to substructure, contact interactions, high mass resonances

LHC
Tevatron

Jet cross section

ET (TeV)
Challenges 

•Jet energy scale, 
•Parton density function (PDF)
•underlying event, trigger,
•scale variation, hadronization

108
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  LHC is a tt factory

Total production cross section

tt production cross section at LHC:
~833 pb

tt production cross-section 
at Tevatron:

6.7 pb

+

(90%)

(10%)
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3434

  LHC is a tt factory

Total production cross section

tt production cross section at LHC:
~833 pb

tt production cross-section 
at Tevatron:

6.7 pb

+

(90%)

(10%)

2 tt events per second !
> 8 millions tt events expected per year
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TOP at the LHC is important
• ATLAS and CMS goals in TOP sector are identical : a good knowledge of detectors

– So the road to full detector commissioning pass through the TOP physics
– So first ..

Top rediscovery :                                                                               Commissioning in 2009

• Light and bJet => Jet Energy Scale
• Overall jet calibration
• b Tag efficiency

• Precise measurements in the top sector :                                          EW probing in 2010 and over

• Precise top parameters measurements
• Constraints in the SM and beyond

• New physics search...                                                    As soon as detectors are well understood.

• both in the production and decay sectors : ttbar-> X, X->ttbar, ttbarX
• Large coupling with the Higgs
• Top quark will be background to many new processes
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• ATLAS and CMS goals in TOP sector are identical : a good knowledge of detectors

– So the road to full detector commissioning pass through the TOP physics
– So first ..

We could get top signal with ~ 10 - 100 pb-1

 σ(tt) to ~13% and Mtop to 1% with 1fb-1 
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• CMS muon channel selection:
– 1muon pT>30 GeV, |eta|<2.1 (loose)
– Isolation E(calo,iso)<1GeV and dR(mu-jet)>0.3
– at least 4 jets; |eta|<2.4, ET>65,40,40,40 GeV
– no b-tagging

37

For 10pb-1 : 128/90 signal/background

Top Quark pair production (10 pb-1)
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• However successful the Standard Model (SM) has been so far (it 
well describes all current experimental data), it is at the same time 
plagued by instabilities (divergent loop corrections at high energy). 

• So different ideas  have been proposed to cure these limits, so 
called “beyond the SM” models :
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• However successful the Standard Model (SM) has been so far (it 
well describes all current experimental data), it is at the same time 
plagued by instabilities (divergent loop corrections at high energy). 

• So different ideas  have been proposed to cure these limits, so 
called “beyond the SM” models :

Supersymmetry 
Introduction of superpartners to the SM particles solves some of these 
divergences. SUSY symmetry breaking scale needs to be of the order of 1 
TeV.

Little Higgs
Introduces a set of heavier vector bosons and top-antitop quarks that 
provide a limited cancellation and push the divergences up to 10 TeV

Extra dimensions
Has the SM interactions confined to four dimensions and gravity occupying 
the extra dimensions
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di-object signature search
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Di-lepton resonance (Z’)
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Extra Dimensions:  Z’

High lumi 100 fb-1: extend range to 3.5-4.5 TeV

Z′ µµ production 

100pb-1
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More exotic searches
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What’s Nice about SUSY?

• Introduces symmetry between 
bosons and fermions

• Unifications of forces possible
– SUSY changes runnning of couplings

• Dark matter candidate exists:
– The lightest neutral gaugino
– Consistent with cosmology data

• No fine-tuning required
– Radiative corrections to Higgs acquire 

SUSY corrections
• Cancellation of fermion and sfermion 

loops

• Also consistent with precision 
measurements of MW and Mtop
– But may change relationship between 

MW, Mtop and MH

With SUSYSMwithout SUSY

with SUSY
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SUSY signatures in CMS
Event topologies of SUSY:

 multiple jets, often energetic
 + possibly some lepton, 
 + missing ET

 multileptons + missing ET
Large missing energy

◆2 LSPs
◆Many neutrinos
■In a word 
    Spectacular!
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Higgs hunting

CMS Atlas
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Origine of mass: the Higgs mechanism
• In the basic theory => Particles are massless
            

• One suppose that there exist in the Univers a specific 
Field
           

• All particles interacting with that field are getting their 
mass. It’s value is related to the strength of the 
interaction. 
           

• The quantum of that Field is the Higgs boson

• The observation of the Higgs  boson will establish the 
existence of the Field and so the origin of the particles 
mass. 

• Higgs mechanism has been proposed by Brout, Englert, Guralnik, 
Hagen, Higgs, Kibble (1964)

47
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Higgs mass: theoretical constraints
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Higgs mass: theoretical constraints

41

 Problem: Higgs mass is free parameter

 Theoretical constraints
 Unitarity (no probabilities > 1)

 Triviality 
(Higgs self coupling remains finite)

 Stability (of vacuum)

cut-off scale
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Low Mass Preferred !

March 2nd  2008 :: Low Mass Higgs Search :: Kohei Yorita (U. of Chicago) :: p6/18

With 2007 Tevatron Combined 
Mtop = 170.9 ± 1.8 GeV/c2 

 Direct search @ LEP excludes MH<114.4 GeV @ 95% C.L. 
 SM global fit gives the first indication on where to look !

 The most probable value from SM global fit : 76 ±       GeV
    Upper bound (95% C.L) : <144 GeV (182 GeV if LEP limit included)

33
24
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Recent results from Tevatron
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 Main observation channels:
 H−>γγ
 qqH−>qqττ
 ttH−>ttbb
 Total S/√B=4.2
 mH=115 GeV/c2

Low Mass Higgs Signals at LHC

H−>γγ

VBF H−>ττ CMS, 30 fb-1

H−>γγ ttH−>ttbb qqH−>qq ττ

S (115) 150 15 10
B 3900 45 10

S/√B 2.4 2.2 2.7

ATLAS, 100 fb-1
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Combining channels

49
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Ultimate sensitivity

• With 6 fb-1 of LHC data will know if Higgs boson exists 
– in 2-4 years already (hopefully)!

∫ Ldt= 6 fb-1
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
The LHC project was conceived & designed to probe the physics of the TeV-scale.
If indeed new physics is at the TeV-scale, CMS (and ATLAS) should find it. 
The early phase of data taking will be crucial
 Determine the efficiency of L1 triggers
 Understand the HLT trigger
 Improve our understanding of the SM processes
 Search for new physics

Atlas and CMS are getting ready for that phase
Only experiments reveal/confirm Natureʼs inner secrets.

Data from LHC could change our perception of how nature operates at 
the most fundamental level.

With the first year of data
• Even if modest, many Standard model studies will be performed
• There are open windows into BSM
• The list presented here is not complete, many other subjects will be studied
• But essential: put everything in place to get reliable results quickly when more luminosity will 

be available.
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Finally… 
if you want to learn more

look between others to Beate Heinemanne lectures
http://www-atlas.lbl.gov/~heinemann/homepage/publictalk.html
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